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La luna sangre october 3rd mean girl reference

La Luna SangreTitle cardGenre fiction horror drama Developed by Malu N. Santos M. De Guzman Written By Danielo Masida Junior Maria Pearl Urnola Director Jerry Lopez Sineng Richard I. Areco Frazis S. Moriz Rory B. Quintos Me Charina-Cruz Alfras GB Sampedo (Second Division) Lester S. Pimental (Action) Wan
Yanbin (Action) Kathy Garcia-Molina starring Katherine Daniel Padilla Angel Loxin Richard Gutierrez Opening ThemeIkau Lang Ang Mamahalin by KZ TandinganCompositors Louie Ocampo Joey Albert Country of OriginFilipevesiOrifiginal languageFilipinoNo. Episodes 185 (list of episodes)Producers Fe Catherine DV
Anchovies Marissa Kalav Christine P. Sioson Production Locations Filipino Indonesia Editors Joshua Ducasen Mark Angos Over Time20–30 MinutesProduction CompanyStar CreativesReleaseOrigenal NetworkABS-CBNPicture format480i (SDTV)1080i (HDTV)Original versionJune 19, 2017 (2017-06-19) – March 2,
2018 (2018-03-02)Timeline Suggested by Lobo (2008) Imortal (2010) La Luna Sangre (interceptor). Blood Moon) is a 2017 TV series in Filipino-fantasy drama. Directed by Richard Arellano, Rory Kouinthos and May Cruz-Alvier, it features Catherine Bernardo, Daniel Padella, Angel Losin and Richard Gutierrez. This is
the third part of Lobo and the sequel to Imortal. The series premieres of Premiere Bida's ABS-CBN evening block and worldwide on the Filipino channel on June 19, 2017 to March 2, 2018, replacing My Heart, he was replaced by Bagani in his timepart. [1] A summary of the plot The prophecy of the Blood Moon is the
heart of this fictional series. Ancestors were predicted that the child of the strongest vampire and the chosen werewolf would end the reign of the vampire with the cursed ink (sumpang tintâ). The story comes after the battle against Lucas and his allies Mateo (John Lloyd Cruz), Ia (Angel Lozin) and Malia Rodriguez
(Catherine Bernardo) live their lives as powerless mortals in San Isidro, a fictional province of the Philippines. Sandrono (Richard Gutierrez), magnus's son, also known as Sufimo, orders his forces to hunt the Rodriguez family to prevent the fulfillment of the prophecy and ensure his rise to power. [2] Malia's bloodline is a
threat to Supremo even as a dead child without powers. [3] [4] Supremo killed Mateo and Ia, unaware that 7-year-old Malia had gone to safety at a secret LLU base in Thanai, Rizal[5] by the werewolf Barista (Joross Gamboa). Act 1 Malia was 21 years old when Supremo located the camp and killed everyone. Sufilo and
his vampires replaced the business and political influence of the LLU and assimilated into society in the metropolis. In the 14 years since the massacre, the peaceful cooperation of the three species established by the LLU organization has disappeared, werewolves are hiding and people are again at risk. Many LLU
leaders are fleeing Country. Several remains are found in Manila, where Malia meets Tristan (Daniel Papilla), a young man who tries to avenge his father's death from vampires. Tristan joins a secret youth vigilante group called Moonchasers, who track down and kill vampires and protect Supremo victims. Jethro
Kagigting (Dino Imperial), the seer, predicts the young couple are fattened as enemies. They're getting closer, and Tristan finds out she's not human. They fall in love. Destroying Supreo is Malia's job. Expected by all to fulfill the prophecy when she matures, she faces defeat and disappointment over and over again when
her powers do not manifest themselves. Steadfast, she continues, is killed and resurrected and moves forward to fulfill the prophecy as the savior of all three species. The four symbols comfort Malia's evolution from mortal to supernatural: There is Supremo, a lonely boy raised by an evil vampire who gives him the charm
of cursed ink. Sandino became an adult, consumed with anger, but he weakened when he came face to face with his brother. His desire to experience a real family is beating his heart again. In the enchanted forest scene, Jacinta chooses not to kill Sandino, pointing to the cursed ink as a true evil, foreshadowing her true
mission. Yasendaya, a dead ringer for Lya, Malia's predecessor, whose mission is to facilitate Malia's path to defeat the Damn Ink. Jacenko is a political strategist gilbert imperial hired to run his presidential campaign, a vampire and a hybrid secretly working with Samantha to undermine Suffeo while they wait for Malia's
credentials to emerge. [6] There is Samantha Imperial(Maricar Reyes-Poon). She's the daughter of Magnus' vampires. Sandino and Tristan are her half-brothers. It provides powerful coverage for LLU and Moonchasers during their missions against Supremo. Samantha sacrificed her life to protect Jacinta's identity. And
finally, tristan, the strongest fighter of the Lunar Four, mortal, thrown into the midst of the war between vampires and werewolves. He discovers his origins, which changes his view of the world. Tristan's mortal mother, Rica, is a vampire hunter who falls in love and becomes pregnant with the vampire Magnus. When
Magnus was killed, Rica was with Barang and Magnus Sandrono's son, but a moon force led by Tonio Toralba found them, captured Rica and killed Sandino. While Barang turns Sandino into a vampire and raises him to evil and revenge, Tonio brings pregnant Rica to the safety of his family and elevates Tristan on the
path of kindness and righteousness. The source of Supremo's power is the cursed ink in his hand. Barang's memories lead Jacinta to the enchanted forest, where she extracts the ancient book of spells and learns how to beat the curse: beating a heart and Fang of the first werewolf. In his final visions, Jethro saw Barang
inadvertently print Tristan's cursed manuscript while he was in the country. Everyone understands the meaning of this detail and is conflicted to protect or kill it. Sandino warns Tristan of her deep distrust of their species. Malia remains determined to change her destiny, and her decision to protect Tristan at all costs casts
doubt on the LLU. On the night of The Blood Moon, THE LLU and the Moon's Shaiser defeated Sandrono's forces. In the fight, the collared collar makes Malia keep Tristan away, but Tristan stubbornly refuses to be kept in a safe house. Yasenta kills Tristan, who was bitten by Sufimo. She stabbed Suffro with a
Wolverine fang and watched him, and the cursed ink crumbled into ashes. She disappears into a stalemate, leaving Malia holding Tristan's lifeless body. Jacinta's mystery remains unexplained, although LLU believes she is Malia of the future. Act two has passed since the end of the war. Without the cursed protection of
ink, Supremo is no longer invincible, but he has been raising Tristan since his death and turning him into a vampire. Supremo discovers new information about cursed ink: the first brand gives it protection; Tristan's second brand gives unparalleled power and whoever owns both brands acquires infinite power. Supremo
repeatedly tried to do the magic of both brands, but failed. He later learned that he had to kill his brother in order to get both marks. Angry over the tragic circumstances that turned him into a vampire, Tristan's memories flooded tristan - his fallen comrades, the family he lost and all the people caught in the crossfire of the
power struggle between the supernatural. When Supremo plans his return, Tristan has a different agenda - to create a war that destroys vampires and werewolves and betrays the world only to humans. He's working with Professor T to activate the Lunar Ians and prepare for a war where werewolves and vampires are
destroyed. Meanwhile, the new order under Waya Corp. is with werewolves at the top. There is a sense of anxiety when the National Identification System spreads under the new president sympathetic to Tristan and Supremo. The system identifies humans and supernatural, potentially compromising identities
werewolves have been carefully guarded for decades. Although Malia prefers the supernatural not to participate, she has been rejected by council members who take seriously her concerns about the threat of a new war, dismissing her concerns as irrelevant. Two traitors to the Geneva and Soraya council successfully
weakened her from the position of chief guardian on the basis of a mental breakdown. But soon after a furious vampire attack, Malia's powerful wall of defense proved stronger than that of Supremo's and Tristan's, and the vampires retreated. I apologize to Malia, the Council acknowledges their misjudgment and restores
it to its position. Soraya decided to secretly team up with Sufimo to betray Wayas and Malia. Malia's new enemy is Suraya Laurent, leader of the Black Werewolves, another breed of werewolves who rebelled against the Waya Council decades ago under Lyka Ortega in the Lobo series, a generation before the Lia and
Mateo LLU peace agreement was imposed. Sure That Yasenta defeated the cursed ink, the black werewolves plan to take on predatory power to feed on humans, breaking their decades-long vow to protect them. Soraya's going to kill Malia, who's never going to let that happen. Meanwhile, the National Identification Card
database is starting to cultivate werewolves that are registered. Speaking to Supremo, President Osmundo's military forces systematically rounded up werewolves and were tortured and killed in undisclosed facilities. Mali's remarkable ability to analyze and accurately assess situations saves captured werewolves from
Osmundo's people. Tristan rushes nearby and tries to prevent a massacre that strikes Supremo and begins to doubt Tristan's loyalty. Supremo's doubts about Tristan increased when his vampire powers were constantly undermined by the presence of the LLU. On The Ball of Heroes, LLU testifies Tristan and Malia,
working by opposing forces, protecting people from mass reversal, and no vampire survives. Soraya confirms Tristan's duplicity towards Supre. Miriam opened soraya's alliance with Supremo and warned the LLU. Her insight again leads her to the truth behind Tristan's intentions and tries to persuade him to join forces
with her. The Supremo apocalypse declares war on his brother, but he measures the moment he can divert Tristan to own the two damn inks. But without information from Soraya, Supremo doesn't know that Malia and Tristan are allies again. However, it is Soraya's to defuse the LLU from the inside. In other cases, two
laboratory experiments are at a crossroads. Professor T's research on anti-vampire serum is at a dead end, but he comes across an ingredient that humans can use as a weapon of mass destruction against the supernatural. Meanwhile, Lemuel's vampire treatment serum, using Fang's pulverized ingredients on The First
Werewolf, reaches another dead end. Desperate to change Tristan's mind, Lemuel claims his formula cures James, a vampire who becomes mortal again. Unaware of Rousse, Tristan and Malia have renewed hope, he changed his plan to destroy the supernatural. That means his powers are weakened and his cursed
trail is vulnerable to Supremo. Soraya and the black werewolves fled to join Supremo, adding werewolves to replace the vampire horde he lost. They enter the headquarters of the moon and unsuspecting. unsuspecting. Eli. The first big meeting did not end well for Tristan, Malia and LLU, with the biggest blow being the
loss of all Lunar Four, with the exception of Prof T and Hanno. Among Tristan's face with Supremo, Sanrino's heart hears Tristan beating. As Luccio says, cursed ink is attracted to the creature it is swallowed by. Supremo's hatred wins over Tristan's righteousness, and as the cursed ink engulfs him, Malia and LLU
escape with Tristan. Darkness descends on the population as Sandino and his vampires rule again, this time past Soraya and Black Lobos. The peace agreement between the three species has been destroyed. People gather systematically for blood farms or become vampires. Malia's defeat brought Sandino and
Soraya forward when they regained their place in the social hierarchy. Gilbert Imperial was appointed secretary of national defense, and Osmundo was assassinated and replaced by President Cecilia, a vampire ally. With little time left to save humanity, Malia is planning a time trip like the collar collar to kill the weaker
Sandino, but Tristan won't let it, insisting on fighting with Supremo in the present. Malia, Tristan and a remnant of their group are hiding in the quarters to regroup. After persuading him to give up his revenge to destroy all the supernatural with acid red rain, Malia and Tristan say goodbye to Prof T and erase their
memories of their time together. Supermoon comes without incident, but has an unusual effect on Supremo. Two separate beings appear, the second completely absorbed by, more brutal than the first, and he prevails over the older being. His own vampire allies fear him more when he indiscriminately kills his own
vampires. The new Supremo strengthens its power of death on the population by taxing the strength and resources of the LLU in trying to protect them. Malia suffered the loss of her adoptive mother, Barista, while Supremo took the life of Tristan's grandparents so as not to kill Malia. Realizing supremo's ultimate goal to
destroy all, mortal and supernatural, Soraya the remaining packaging returns to LLU, and Greta kills Soraya in a final face off. In the suffering of grief and loss, Malia's complete transformation becomes a hybrid werewolf with reddish hybrids with vampire characteristics and Jacinta-like powers. A new and dark prophecy
challenges Malia and Tristan when Jethro sees the penultimate moment before the apocalyptic war, where everyone is killed. Likewise, Supremo faces an obstacle when he struggles to overcome any remaining good that has been in his heart. Luccio has previously explained that cursed ink can be defeated by an act of
kindness on Supremo's part, be it with compassion or sacrifice. This is a signal of lost cause, given supremo's unceasteed strength and its or this is a foreshadow of the the outcome of the war? Again, we are reminded that they call it Hakinta's refusal to kill the child Sandino in the woods. In many places in the metropolis
begins the mass hypnosis of supremo of the population, while mortals gather in different places to commit mass suicide. The combined forces of the LLU and Sandrino allies who moved to THE LLU are trying best to stop them. At the communications facility where Supremo is waiting, Tristan meets his brother, ready to
sacrifice his life. He reminds Sandrino of his humanity, of his life before the cursed ink, and this gives Supremo a pause as he struggles to overcome the good in him. Unfortunately, the cursed ink seemingly prevails again, devouring Sandrono. Supremo conquered Tristan and Malia as both were fatally wounded. But just
as Supremo prepares to perform the final blow, the pair connect the hands and wave of energy between them just as seen in Jethro's prophecy. It turns out together they can successfully defeat Supremo by already weakening, with the opponent of mankind remaining in Sanrino. Sandino's personality reappears just as
Supremo's personality crumbles into ashes with the cursed ink. I thank Tristan for saving him from his evil self, Sandino professes his love for his brother and breaks down into ashes. In the epiloga, Malia notes that hardship will always be a part of life, although the threat of defamatory ink has already disappeared, while
there are mortals, werewolves and vampires who have bad intentions. Actors and heroes Main article: A list of La Luna Sangre characters Malia Rodriguez, portrayed by Catherine Bernardo (adult) and Erica Clemente (child), the main female character in the series, she is the New Chosen, who defeats the evil vampire,



marked with cursed ink, hybrid offspring of Mateo and Leah, and supremo enemy. The series follows her path to fulfilling her destiny as a race defender. After Supreme killed his parents, Malia lived in Manila, adopting two identities: Millo Alcantara (male) and Tony Lumacad (woman) to infiltrate Supremo's organization.
The police kill Mio, but she rises from the dead with powers stronger than other vampires. She collected the survivors of the massacre and reorganized the league's humiliation. Malia has been named chief guardian of the LLU. Malia sought to protect the three races from the evil of Sufimo and to restore the peaceful
coexistence of the species that her ancestors fought to establish. She did not give up tristan and won it back on their side, successfully preventing a war that would end their appearance. It gained full strength when it became a hybrid combination of werewolves and vampires with Jacinta-like powers. Tristan Toralba /
Tristan imperial porter, portrayed by Daniel Padilla (adult) and Justin James Quilantang (child). He's the main male character in the series. The history of His life as he seeks revenge against vampires who destroyed his family. He joins the Lunar Cherry, a group of vigilantes who protect humans from vampires. The
director of The Lunar Tesachi, Prof . Tristan is Magnus's natural child with Rick Sison, a mortal woman. He rejects Sandino and evil vampires when he learns of his true nature, and despite Sandrono's warnings about human insidious nature and their fear of vampires, Tristan clings to the belief that humans will not betray
him. After Yakinta kills Tristan, Sandrono lifts him from his death and awakens the cursed ink intuition power, giving Tristan unparalleled power. Tristan became The Vampire Emperor of Supremo. Tristan secretly protects humans from increasing vampire attacks and plans to extinct supernatural species, but it is a
conflict over Malia's fate because he loves her. Tristan's path was foreshadowed at the start of the series, when his stepfather Tonio advised the six-year-old that his true battle would be fought in his heart. Tristan takes the greatest risk of confronting Supremo, hoping to appeal to every other piece of humanity Sandro
feels for his brother to end the apocalypse. Sandrino Villalobo Imperial, directed by Richard Gutierrez (adult) and Ziren Lee Luansing (child), is the main antagonist of the series. There are three aliases: Sandino, Supremo and Gilbert Imperial. The story tells the tragic existence of Sandro Villalobo after a series of
unfortunate incidents that sent him on a trajectory to evil. Sandro's father, the vampire Magnus, raped his mother, Maria Villalobo, next to the chosen one. [1] Despised by his mother, mortal Sandino suffered violence and his mother kept him in prison. Deprived of food, hunger leads him to feed live chickens and drink
animal blood. In a fit of rage, he killed Maria when she tried to push him off the balcony. He fled into the woods with Barang, lonely, until he met Rica Sison, a moon officer who loved and became pregnant with his father. She's the only one who shows him kindness and acceptance. When Luna captures Rica and kills
Sandino, Barang summons the magic of cursed ink, providing him with protection from all weapons and turning him into a vampire. Barang fuels his wrath until the curse engulfs his soul. He took the leadership of his race and became Supremo, the king of evil vampires and architect of a utopian world without
werewolves, where humans existed only as a source of food. It bears the name Gilbert Imperial, the name Rica, which meant for Tristan, which means promise fulfilled. Gilbert kingles in the mortal world as ceo of a conglomerate and puts the wheels on the move for an ideal world for vampires. The night Jacinta rammed
him with the vampire tooth and destroyed him. curses inside it, Supremo loses the cursed protection of ink, but does not die. Through the Ancient Book of Spells, he discovered the infinite power of both grant brands and received it when he defeated Tristan. Owning the two brands creates two distinct personalities:
Surego ingested by, resulting in her defeating Sandra, who still retains her humanity. The battle between Supremo and Sandino is important for the outcome of history. He was successfully killed by Malia and Tristan and thanked Tristan for saving him from his evil self. Lya Ortega-Rodriguez and Jacinta Magsais, played
by Angel Lokin, play two characters in this series. Like Leah, a former Chosen One and chief guardian in the Earth series, who ended the conflict between werewolves and vampires in the last war against Magnus and hybrids. Lya became a mortal woman when she and Mateo transferred their special forces and
protection to their daughter, Malia, who was stillborn. Her family's peaceful life in San Isidro was disrupted when Supremo discovered where they were. She was killed by Supremo, along with her husband Mateo. The second image of the angel is Jacinta Magsai. Jacinta's mission is to facilitate Malia's path to defeat
Supre. [1] Yakina rose 14 years after the LLU massacre and was Lya's dopelganger. Gilbert Imperial hired her as a political strategist when he appeared as president of the Philippines. On the night of the blood moon, she used the first werewolf's dental rank to end the cursed ink at Sandrino, deprive him of his
invincibility and weaken it. She reluctantly kills Tristan before he becomes a vampire. On the night of La Luna Sangre, after her mission was accomplished, it was implied that she was the future Malia Rodriguez before disappearing into the air. [Note 1] The production Authors of the series are Adam Cornelius Asin, who
wrote about the 2015 iteration of Pangako Sa'Yo and Maria Pearl Urtola, who wrote for Dolce Amore. La Luna Sangre celebrates the return of CatNielle's team (consisting of Catherine Bernardo and Daniel Papilla) to television after the latter starred in the 2015 series, Pangako Sa Yo. The two have appeared in six films
must be... Love (2013), It is to meet Gangster (2014), Mad Beautiful You (2015), Barcelona: Love Gravity (2016) and Can't Help In Love (2017), Hows of Us (2018) before working with La Luna Sangre. The two trained in Pekiti and Wushu martial arts as part of the TV series. The TV series also marks Richard Gutierrez's
debut in the ABS-CBN media. [11] May Ventrata and Edward Barber debuted in the tv series La Luna Sangre. [12] Marketing La Luna Sangre was first revealed during the launch of the network in November 2016. [13] After releasing another trailer at the end of March 2017, [1] the soap series was released on June 19,
2017. As 15, 2017, ABS-CBN began uploading all episodes of Lobo and Imortal to the YouTube channel network, as before the premiere of La Luna Sangre. On October 4, 2017, iWant TV exclusively expanded the Universe La Luna Sangre with Youtopia web series, which centered on a group of friends whose
friendships and trust in each other were tested as they crossed paths with the vampires of Sandrono's army. Yutopia's cast are Axel Torres (played as Ryan Mano), Edri Tan (played as Charlie Mano), Kate Aleandro (played as Nika Enriquez), Jal Galang (played by Ben Gabby Padilla), Mary Joy Aptol (played by Alex
Alvarado) and Larissa Alivio (played by Crystal Reyes). [14] [15] Tv Reception Ratings Kantar Media National Television Ratings (8:30pm PST) Pilot Episode Finale Episode average 33.9% June 19, 2017[16] 40.2% March 2, 2018[17] 40.2% March 2, 2018 TBD Awards 31st PMPC Star Awards for TV Best Prime Drama
Series[18] AnakTVAwards 2017 Favorite Household Program[19] 2nd Gwad Bedista Actress of the Year for TELEVISION - Catherine Bernardo 2nd Gawad Bedista Actor of the Year for The Tv - Danielilla Gawand 2 Gavand TV of the Year - La Luna Sangre 9th North West Samar State Student Choice Awards for Radio
and Television - Best Actress in a Premier Teleserye for La Luna Sangre- Kathryn Bernardo See also list of programs broadcast by ABS-CBN list of drama series of ABS-CBN List of vampire TV series List of programs , broadcast by Jeep TV notes ^ ABS-CBN reports that Jackan's true identity has never been officially
confirmed. [9] Malia and Collars fans are the same personalities. Malia transformed the look (dressed in a red cape and hood; acquiring a similar eye color) after the realization of her werewolves and vampire abilities, and the events shortly before Jacinta's disappearance were used to validate an unconfirmed theory. [10]
References ^b Trailer for La Luna Sangre: Coming in 2017 on ABS-CBN!. Youtube. 100000000000000000000 31 March 2017 1999 Charismatic players make viewers take care of the characters they portray. entertainment.inquirer.net. Retrieved December 30, 2017. [1] 1999 kapamilya.com. Retrieved November 13,
2017. Meet the actor La Luna Sangre. Rappler.com. Retrieved December 23, 2017. La Luna Sangre Set On Visit @ Thanai. astig.ph. Retrieved September 27, 2017. 1999: Angel Loxen's vampire transformation peaked in network ratings. Philstar.com. Retrieved December 23, 2017. They are 1000000000000000000
What awaits the last episode of Imortal. tvseriescraze.com. Retrieved December 23, 2017. ^ Rocky, runner. Angel Lokin as Jacinta is the lady in red in La Luna Sangre. tvseriescraze.com. Retrieved December 23, 2017. At the end of 2015 Did Sandiri kill Tristan, Malia? ABS-CBN news. 2 March 2018 Retrieved 3 March
2018. In early 2015, ABS-CBN News. 1 March 2018 Retrieved 3 March 2018. June 9, 2017 - Pressure is on CatNielle to lead La Luna Sangre, The Manila Times reported. Retrieved March 4, 2018. ^100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 May Mei Entrata and Edward Barber to make a t-
election debut through La Luna Sangre. PEP.ph. Filipino Entertainment Portal, Inc. Retrieved March 4, 2018. ↑ 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Bright start for new biz show year:. 1999 Archive of the original on January 9, 2017 ^ Get to know the actors from iWant TV
Youtopia. 10000000000000000 Visited on October 18, 2017. [1] At 19:00 1000000000000000000 Visited on October 18, 2017. 19 June 2017 Retrieved 3 October 2017. ↑ [1] 1111 00:00:11,266 19:00: 1999 2 March 2018 Visited on 5 March 2017. They are at the 1000000000000000 31st PMPC Star Awards for the TV
list of winners. philnews.ph. Retrieved March 3, 2018. Father, Tanya, 1999 abscbnpr.com. Retrieved March 3, 2018. External Links La Luna Sangre on IMDb Visited by
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